ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Many researchers have explored the fundamentals of statistical database ( [2] , [4] , [6] [7] [8] [9] , [12] ).Most of the existing statistical database models are designed under the assumptions that the data/information stored is précised and queries are crisp. In fact, these assumptions are often not valid for many of the next generation database systems since they may involve information with uncertainty. In general, data /information in databases may be uncertain for the following reasons:
1. A decision in much knowledge-intensive application usually involves various forms of uncertainty. 2. Integrating data from various sources is not usually a crisp process, while unifying various heterogeneous data into an integrated form, due to semantic differences (and other reasons), sometimes forcing data to be completely crisp may result in falsity and useless information. 3. Information in some nontraditional applications is inherently both complex and uncertain i.e.
representing subjective opinions and judgments concerning medical diagnosis, economic forecasting or personal evaluation. 4. In natural languages, numerous linguistic terms with modifiers (e.g. very, more or less etc. ) and quantifiers (e.g. many, few, most etc.) are used when conveying vague information.
Handling uncertainty in data bases were first proposed on relational based database models. The last two decades have witnessed a blossoming of researches on this topic ( [3] , [5] , [10] , [11] , [13] , [14] , [20] [21] , [22] [23] , [24] [25] [26] [27] ).
Uncertainity in statistical database ([4] , [9] , [15] , [16] ) was introduced by Seema [28 ] .As a result fuzzy statistical database was developed. Fuzzy statistical tables are used to represent fuzzy statistics in fuzzy statistical database. The use of fuzzy statistical tables is not restricted to outputting formatting; they are maintained for bookkeeping, comparison and evaluated over a time span. So, we need a data manipulation language for fuzzy statistical tables.In this paper, we propose the set of operators to manipulate fuzzy statistical tables. Join and projection operations are also defined. These set of operators have the capability to express arbitrary queries involving fuzzy statistical tables.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce the preliminaries which include fuzzy statistical database, fuzzy primitive statistical table and fuzzy statistical equality. In section 3, fuzzy statistical operations are defined. Finally in section 4, implementation of fuzzy statistical operations is discussed.
PRELIMINARIES

Fuzzy Statistical Database
Fuzzy Statistical Database [28] is a statistical database which allows imprecise or vague statistical data. Such type of database is quite useful when the information available is subjective and imprecise. The imperfect information is incorporated in the fuzzy statistical database in the form of fuzzy attributes and fuzzy statistics. It is important that the fuzzy statistical database which incorporates imprecision, be able to appropriately propagate the level of uncertainty associated with the data to the level of uncertainty associated with answers or conclusions based on data .Fuzzy statistics is organized in a fuzzy statistical database as fuzzy statistical tablestwo-dimensional matrices made up of row header and column header where row header and column header are structured in the form of an ordered set of trees called fuzzy row or fuzzy column attribute forests. Each cell in a fuzzy statistical table has an associated set of fuzzy row or fuzzy column attributes. The set of fuzzy row and fuzzy column attributes of a cell forms a path from the root to a leaf in a fuzzy row and fuzzy column attribute tree. Each cell in a fuzzy statistical table is labeled by an attribute called cell attribute. A fuzzy statistical table scheme is a three tuple where denote the fuzzy row attribute forest, denote the fuzzy category attribute forest. C is the fuzzy statistics, represented with an additional two dimensional array of cells for denoting the membership degree of fuzzy statistics. A parenthesized expression to specify a fuzzy attribute tree which is a preorder enumeration of the tree (i.e. first the root then the subtrees from left to right) is used. Let C be the fuzzy statistics and be fuzzy row attributes with their appropriate universes respectively which forms a path from the root to a leaf in fuzzy row attribute tree for accessing fuzzy statistic C and be fuzzy column attributes with their appropriate universes which forms a path from root to a leaf in a fuzzy column attribute tree for accessing fuzzy statistic C. Then fuzzy statistical table of above example is shown in table 3 and table 4 respectively.
Fuzzy Statistical Dependency
Fuzzy integrity constraints are introduced in fuzzy statistical database by defining the dependency between its attributes. Knowledge of dependency between the attributes of fuzzy statistical database allows to obtain a correct logical model of fuzzy statistical database. Consider a fuzzy statistical table scheme . The cell C in FS is dependent upon the attributes in row header and column header of fuzzy statistical table in a sense that if the instances of attributes in row header and column header are more or less equal then the corresponding instances of cell will also be more or less equal. Suppose for accessing the instance c of cell C in fuzzy statistical table FS, be fuzzy row attributes which forms a path from the root to a leaf in a fuzzy row attribute tree and be fuzzy column attributes which forms a path from the root to a leaf in a fuzzy column attribute tree with row instances and column instances , ,.... respectively. Also for the same fuzzy row and fuzzy column attributes X and Y, let be the instances of fuzzy row attributes and be the instances of fuzzy column attributes for accessing the instance of cell C then if the sets and are more or less equal to the sets and respectively then the corresponding cell instance c and would also be more or less equal. Seema [29] defined the fuzzy statistical dependency as follows:
Let X and Y be the set of fuzzy attributes in fuzzy statistical 
FUZZY STATISTICAL TABLE OPERATIONS
During the preliminary stage of data analysis for certain operations, often the statistician does not need to use the entire data set. Instead, to enhance responsiveness, the statistician may base his preliminary analysis on fuzzy primitive statistical tables which are building blocks of fuzzy statistical table. This motivates us to design the manipulation language by first defining operations to construct fuzzy primitive statistical table from fuzzy statistical table and vice-versa. Then extending the language to deal with arbitrary fuzzy statistical tables. Consider two fuzzy statistical table schemas and A typical query on fuzzy statistical table may be to obtain a fuzzy statistics of state where only the experience is required or to obtain a fuzzy statistics of state where experience, salary and age are required. Such queries motivates us to define projection and join operations in fuzzy statistical environment using the physical organization technique [28] for fuzzy statistical table in which fuzzy row forest is put into ordered tree TR by making the root nodes in as immediate descendents of a dummy attribute and fuzzy column attribute forest is put into ordered tree TC by making the root nodes in as immediate descendents of dummy attribute .
Fuzzy Statistical Join Operator
Definition. Let FS1( , and FS2( , be two fuzzy statistical tables. Let X1 be the immediate descendent of in TR1, X2 be the immediate descendent of in TR2, Q1 be the immediate descendent of in TC1, Q2 be the immediate descendent of in TC2, Y1 be the extreme left leaf node of tree with root X1, Y2 be the extreme left leaf node of tree with root X2, R1 be the extreme left leaf node of tree with root Q1, R2 be the extreme left leaf node of tree with root Q2. Fuzzy row attribute forest and fuzzy column attribute forest of fuzzy statistical FS1 are said to be fuzzy statistical join compatible with fuzzy row attribute forest and fuzzy column attribute forest of fuzzy statistical FS2 if either and TR2 or TC1 and TC2 are same or if P1 , the path of attributes from X1 to predecessor of Y1 in TR1 is same as the path of attributes from X2 to predecessor of Y2 in TR2 or if P2 , the path of attributes from Q1 to predecessor of R1 in is same as the path of attributes from Q2 to predecessor of R2 in TC2 .
Let FS1( , and FS2( , be two fuzzy statistical tables which are fuzzy statistical join compatible, then the fuzzy statistical join operation denoted by produces a fuzzy statistical table defined as:
(i) If TR1 and TR2 are same in FS1 and FS2, then of FS is and there are two cases: (a) if P2, the path is same in TC1 and TC2 ,then is formed by linking the leaf node R2 to predecessor of R1 in in extreme right direction .This process is repeated for all leaf nodes which are next to R2 and depending upon the root to leaf path instances in TR and TC , fuzzy statistics are taken care of. For example, if number of leaves in an instance of TC1 is n and number of leaves in an instance of TR1 is m, number of leaves in an instance of is r ,fuzzy statistics C will be represented by two dimensional array (n+r) x m with an additional two dimensional array (n+r) x m of cells for denoting the membership degree of fuzzy statistics. Corresponding to first root to leaf path instances of TR read only those fuzzy statistics corresponding to TC1 and write them into the fuzzy statistics array C then corresponding to first root to leaf path instances of TR read only those fuzzy statistics corresponding to TC2 and write them into the fuzzy statistics array C in continuation with the previous one. Simultaneously additional two dimensional array (n+r) x m of cells for is also read and written. This process is repeated for each root to leaf instance of TR. (b) otherwise and , the row of the fuzzy statistics of FS2 is appended to the row of that of FS1. denotes concatenation of ordered sets and C is an ordered fuzzy statistics set such that for each cell x in FS , if x is in FS1 then the fuzzy statistics of x is in Count1 otherwise it is in Count2.
(ii) If TC1 and TC2 are same in FS1 and FS2, then of FS is and there are two cases: (a) if P1, the path is same in TR1 and TR2 ,then is formed by linking the leaf node Y2 to predecessor of Y1 in in extreme right direction .This process is repeated for all leaf nodes which are next to Y2 and depending upon the root to leaf path instance in TR and TC, fuzzy statistics are taken care of. For example, if number of leaves in an instance of TC1 is n and number of leaves in an instance of TR1 is m, number of leaves in an instance of is r ,fuzzy statistics C will be represented by two dimensional array (m+r) x n with an additional two dimensional array (m+r) x n of cells for denoting the membership degree of fuzzy statistics. Read from FS1 and write into fuzzy statistics C the entries corresponding to the first instance of node which is predecessor to Y1 then read from FS2 and further write into the fuzzy statistics C the entries corresponding to the first instance of node which is predecessor to Y2.Repeat this for all other instances of node which are predecessor to Y1 and Y2. Simultaneously additional two dimensional array (m+r) x n of cells for is also read and written. (b) otherwise and the fuzzy statistics of FS2 is appended to that of FS1. denotes concatenation of ordered sets and C is an ordered fuzzy statistics set such that for each cell x in FS , if x is in FS1 then the fuzzy statistics of x is in Count1 otherwise it is in Count2.
If neither
and TR2 nor TC1 and TC2 nor P1, the path in TR1 and TR2 nor P2, the path in TC1 and TC2 are same then instead of join operation we can apply concatenation operation in fuzzy statistical tables.
Concatenation of Fuzzy Statistical Table
It is a binary operator which concatenates two fuzzy statistical tables having a common dimension of fuzzy row attribute forest and fuzzy column attribute forest. Let FS1 and FS2 be two fuzzy statistical tables and respectively. Then the operation produces a fuzzy statistical table FS with scheme where denotes concatenation of ordered sets and A is an ordered fuzzy statistics set such that for each cell x in FS , if x is in FS1 then the fuzzy statistics of x is in , otherwise it is in . . The subscript of operation Conc can only be R or C denoting row or column concatenation respectively. 
Example 3. Consider two fuzzy statistical
Fuzzy Statistical Projection Operator
Consider a fuzzy statistical table with scheme . Let P1 be the path from root to leaf in and P2 be the path from root to leaf in then projection operator will produce the fuzzy statistical table FS1 with P1 as fuzzy row attribute forest i.e. ,P2 as fuzzy column attribute forest i.e. whose fuzzy statistics C1 would be the fuzzy statistics corresponding to P1 and P2. Let T with root A be a subtree of tree TR in . Assume that A has k, k>1 immediate descendants and P denote the path of attributes from the root of TR to A. Then, the row split operation maps T into k trees in which A is replaced by k new fuzzy attributes each named A and each having exactly one descendent of the splitted fuzzy attribute A as its child in the original order. The first subscript can only be row(R) or column(C) specifying TR or TC respectively. This operation does not eliminate any cell value, it only relocates rows of the fuzzy statistical 
Fuzzy Statistical
Extract Fuzzy Statistical
Fuzzy Attribute Merge in Fuzzy Statistical Table
After splitting the fuzzy attributes, to regain the original fuzzy statistical table, the operation merge is used. Let and be the nodes with root A in trees and of which are to be merged. Let P denote the path from root of to A which is also the path from the root of to A. The merge operation will merges to by making as a subtree of node A in tree . The operation where on fuzzy statistical table FSA produces a fuzzy statistical table FS. Similarly the column merge operation can be performed. When T and P are not specified then and are root nodes of distinct trees.
Example 7.
Consider the fuzzy statistical table FSA after applying the spilt operation to FS1 in example 5. Then the operation produces a fuzzy statistical table FS1.
IMPLEMENTING FUZZY STATISTICAL TABLE OPERATIONS
The objective of this section is to show briefly how the fuzzy statistical table operations are performed using the storage techniques described in [28] .Here, we discuss concatenation, extract and merge operations. The other operations are similar.
Concatenation
To obtain the row concatenation of two fuzzy statistical table instances ,in this order, we append the fuzzy statistics of to that of . For the column concatenation of two fuzzy statistical table instances ,the row of the fuzzy statistics of FS2 is appended to the row of that of FS1. The complexity of row concatenation and column concatenation is O(C(
Extract
Let FS be a fuzzy statistical table instance,T1 be a subtree of and T2 be the subtree of . Assume X and Y respectively be the roots of T1 and T2. The process of extracting the fuzzy statistical table associated with the row subtrees T1 and the column subtree T2 consists of locating in the original fuzzy statistics the row corresponding to the first root to leaf path instances of T1 ,reading only those fuzzy statistics corresponding to T1 and then writing them into the fuzzy statistics array which contains the fuzzy statistics of the fuzzy statistical table extracted. This process is repeated for each root to leaf path instance of T1. The complexity of this process is O(C(X) C(Y)) .
Merge
To perform the column merge operation we read the rows of the original fuzzy statistics array from the first row to the last row, one row at a time. Once, a complete row has been read we relocate the cell attributes in the row according to the column tree produced by the column merge operation and write the resulting row into the fuzzy statistics of new fuzzy statistical table. Similarly, the row merge operation is performed by copying the rows of the old fuzzy statistic array into a fuzzy statistics array of new fuzzy statistical table, in the order established by the new row tree.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we describe an approach for manipulation of fuzzy statistical tables. We define the fuzzy statistical join in fuzzy statistical framework and showed that fuzzy statistical dependency is preserved. Projection and certain basic operations are also defined. The performance of fuzzy statistical table operations is discussed. These findings offer important insights into the retrievability of information from a fuzzy statistical database. 
